[1] Using high-resolution oxygen A band spectrometry (l/Dl = 60000) in the 767.7-770.7 nm wavelength range, we investigate the first and second moments of the distributions of path lengths of photons in transmitted skylight for different cloud conditions. Our observations are supported by measurements of column liquid water path by multichannel microwave radiometry, cloud structure by millimeter cloud radar observations, and cloud base by a laser ceilometer. For the investigated multilayer cloud covers (decks of stratus, cumulus, altostratus, and cirrus), our measurements indicate that the photon path statistics are mostly governed by anomalous diffusion, whereby classical diffusion occurs in the limiting case of a single compact (plane parallel) cloud layer. The ratio for the inferred second and first moments of the path lengths confirms the relation recently derived by Davis and Marshak (2002) for photon diffusion in single optically thick cloud layers and extends it to more complex cloud geometry. 
Introduction
[2] Atmospheric absorption in the oxygen A band (%770 nm) has been studied extensively in remote sensing for retrieval of surface pressure and cloud top heights from satellite measurements [Grechko et al., 1973; Grassl, 1999a, 1991b; O'Brien and Mitchell, 1992] . More recently, efforts have been made to use ground-based A band measurements at moderate to high spectral resolution to infer the distribution of photon path lengths, and to relate these to column cloud properties [Harrison and Min, 1997; Pfeilsticker et al., 1998a; Veitel et al., 1998; Min and Harrison, 1999; Portmann et al., 2001; Min et al., 2001; Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003; Min and Clothiaux, 2003; Min et al., 2004] . Simultaneously, there is a renewed interest in using the A band to assess the internal variability of clouds from spaceborne instruments Stephens, 2000, 2002; Stephens et al., 2005] .
[3] Using oxygen A band spectrometry with sufficient resolution, information on the cloudy-sky photon path length probability density distribution (briefly called photon path pdf in the following) is drawn from the fact that photons in optically thin and thick spectral interval wavelengths travel on average different long paths during their random cruise in the atmosphere owing to their different probability of being absorbed [e.g., van de Hulst, 1980] . In mathematical notation, this leads to a Laplace transformation with the measured intensity ratio I(l)/I 0 (l) being the Laplace transform (L(k)) of the desired path length distribution p(L) with respect to the wavelength-dependent and gas density (n) -dependent extinction coefficient (k(l) = s(l) Á n), where s(l) is the absorption cross section per molecule and n the absorber density. In mathematical terms, we have
where the impact of the dependence of k on pressure and temperature (hence height) is discussed further on. Here, I(l) is the measured intensity and I 0 (l) is the extraterrestrial solar intensity. The latter goes back to the work by Kurucz et al. [1984] from which residual atmospheric absorption have been removed [Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003 ].
[4] Unfortunately, the inverse Laplace transformation of the measured intensity ratio I(l)/I 0 (l) results in a mathematically ill-posed problem since no information is made available by the measurement process on the complex part of the Laplace transformation. This dilemma is frequently resolved by prescribing the mathematical form of the photon path pdf p(L), e.g., by a Gamma, lognormal or any other suitable distribution on the positive real axis normalized to unity.
[5] Another feature of the oxygen A band technique is the information content (IC) of an individual measurement i.e., the number of independent pieces of information that can be drawn from the measurements [i.e., Stephens and Heidinger, 2000; Heidinger and Stephens, 2000; Funk, 2000; Heidinger and Stephens, 2002; Min et al., 2004] . These studies revealed that the IC is primarily a function of the out-of-band rejection (OBR) and the spectral resolution of the spectrometer. State-of-the-art instruments are known to provide as much as four independent pieces of information, such as the first 4 moments of the path length distribution, or the first 2 moments and additionally some information the height distribution of the tropospheric aerosol, cloud cover, etc.
[6] A straightforward application of oxygen A band spectrometry is to investigate low-order moments of the photon path length distribution and to relate them to cloud column properties [Pfeilsticker et al., 1998b; Veitel et al., 1998; Pfeilsticker, 1999; Min and Harrison, 1999; Min and Clothiaux, 2003; Min et al., 2004] . In particular, Pfeilsticker [1999] investigated the relation of the mean in-cloud photon path hL c i as a function of the rescaled cloud optical depth t* c = (1 À g) Á t c , where angular brackets hÁ Á Ái denote an average over all paths, t c the cloud depth and g the asymmetry factor for Mie scattering. Following the suggestion of , he found for optically thick cloud covers (ht* c i^1) a dependency
where ' tr is the rescaled or ''transport'' photon mean free path (MFP). The so-called Lévy index a in Pfeilsticker [1999] data spans the expected range of 1 a 2, with the precise value depending on the structure of the cloud cover. We refer readers interested in Lévy flights and related topics to Shlesinger et al. [1995] and, for applications to fractal clouds, to Lovejoy and Mandelbrot [1985] .
[7] Likewise, even though not explicitly stated in their study, Min et al. [2001] found joint distributions of t c (not rescaled) and hL c i (in air mass units) that follow roughly a law in hL c i/DH $ (t c ) aÀ1 with a in the range 1.4 to 1.7. This is compatible with the above equation (2) since in their Figures 4, 5, 6 , and 7 we can identify hL c i/DH with their mean path estimated in air masses, DH being the physical thickness of the cloudy part of the atmospheric column, and recalling that t* c = DH/' tr .
[8] The regime a = 2 is the classical diffusion case where the path length hL c i of photons diffusing via long convoluted random walks through a uniform medium of large rescaled optical depth t* c behaves like hL c i $ ' tr (t* c ) 2 , equivalently hL c i $ DH(1 À g)t c . In sharp contrast, a Lévy index of a = 1 describes a predominance of direct (straight) transmission through the ''cloud'' layer, which is only possible for a negligible small probability of Mie scattering, i.e., clear skies with at most sparse clouds. Accordingly, the diffusion regime 1 a < 2 is called ''anomalous'', which proposed as a model for paths of photon transmitted by optically thick but inhomogeneous (multilayered and/or broken) cloud covers. More generally, anomalous diffusion by so-called Lévy walks is known to occur for physical entities transported in unlimited (boundary-free) inhomogeneous media. Lévy walks in unlimited media support very large but rare jumps between the visited sites (here, clusters of Mie scattering events inside clouds), which leads to infinite higher-order moments of the path lengths, specifically, moments of the order !a [Samorodnitsky and Taqqu, 1994] . Because of absorption at the ground and escape at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). The cloudy-sky photon transport can be thought of has having ''2.5 dimensions'' (i.e., it unfolds in a horizontally infinite but vertically finite medium). Thus Lévy walks confined to a finite slab result [Buldyrev et al., 2001] , and these will have finite moments of any order.
[9] In a recent study, Davis and Marshak [2002] revisited the problem of classical (a = 2) diffusion through a homogeneous optically thick slab. Therein they provided full analytical expressions for the first two moments hL c i and ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hL 2 c i p as a function of the slab (cloud) vertical extension DH and optical depth t c . These relations for classical diffusion are tested in our study, in particular, as to whether they hold true for real cloud covers (hence Lévy indices a < 2).
[10] Accordingly the study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the employed methods in our observations. Section 3 reports on the observation. Section 4 discusses the theoretical relations between cloud properties and photon paths. Section 5 discusses our results with respect to the theoretical information in the Marshak [1997, 2002] studies, and section 6 concludes our study with the wider implications for photon transport in cloudy skies.
Methodology
[11] Pertinent experimental information has already be summarized in recent work dealing with our oxygen A band instrument and the employed method [Platt, 1994; Platt and Stutz, 2004; Harrison and Min, 1997; Pfeilsticker et al., 1998b; Pfeilsticker, 1999; Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003] ; thus only the most salient aspects are described here. The method to infer the photon path pdf of solar photons transmitted through to the ground relies on high-resolution differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) of the oxygen A band (760 -780 nm) in zenith scattered skylight [van de Hulst, 1980; Harrison and Min, 1997; Pfeilsticker et al., 1998b] . The main attributes of our technique are (1) a reasonably high spectral resolution in order to resolve individual oxygen A band lines, a feature which is necessary in order to maximize the information content retrievable from the measured spectra Stephens and Heidinger, 2000; Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003; Min et al., 2004] ; (2) a large photon detection sensitivity leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), !1000, that can be achieved within a reasonably short integration time (%10 s); and (3) a small field of view (FOV) in order to probe the path pdf within horizontal scales smaller than the radiative smoothing scale typical for the cloud cover [Marshak et al., 1995; von Savigny et al., 1999] .
Instrument
[12] The deployed instrument consists of three major parts: (1) a light intake (entrance optics) that provides a FOV = 0.86°from which the light is directed into (2) a blazed-grating UHRS Sopra F1500 spectrometer operated in seventh order to image the spectral interval 767.7 -770.7 nm at a full width, half maximum (FWHM) of 0.0135 nm for a 70 mm wide entrance slit, and (3) a light detection system consisting in a front-illuminated CCD camera manufactured by Andor (type DU440-UV with a Marconi EEV CCD 42-10 chip cooled to À50°C and read out by a 1 MHz controller card). Because of the size of the spectrometer with an optical axis in the horizontal, the light intake optics consist of a 45°mirror mounted into the knee of an L-shaped tube through which the zenith scattered skylight is observed with a f/13.5 FOV. The spectrometer is surrounded by a thermally stabilized box (at 30°C) in order to keep the optical imaging constant. The CCD chip provides a well depth of 600000 e À /pixel, a dark current of 0.03 e À /pixel/s at À50°C and a readout noise of 2.4 e À /pixels. By coadding 400 pixel lines in a single scan which are illuminated within 2 s, the noise (15492 e À ) is dominated by photoelectron noise. Accordingly, for a fully saturated spectrum, a maximum SNR % 15000 can be achieved, but in practice SNR is somewhat lower for optical dense wavelengths since less light is received there. The whole instrument is mounted into a portable container laboratory for shipment to measurements sites.
Retrieval Method
[13] The measured oxygen A band spectra I(l) are evaluated in an iterative least squares fitting process which minimizes the differences of the measured to a modeled I mod ({a}; l): c 2 = [I(l) ÀI mod ({a}; l)] 2 ! min [Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003] by varying the model's free parameters represented by the set {a}. The modeled spectrum is defined (1) by a convolution integral over all wavelengths of the instrument's slit function S(l À l 0 ) with the predicted spectral radiance based on (2) a high resolution TOA solar spectrum I 0 (l) [Kurucz et al., 1984] (from which residual atmospheric oxygen band absorption has been removed) modulating the integral over the appropriately nondimensionalized path length L of (3) prescribed photon path pdf for the cloud-free part from cloud top to the Sun (region a), in cloud-photon path (region b), and the path between cloud bottom and the ground times (region c), and (4) the Lambert-Beer exponentials of integrals of forwardly calculated oxygen A band absorption coefficients k(l; T j , p j ) on j = 1, . . ., 40 atmospheric levels (with vertical extensions Dz j ) for which actually measured atmospheric profiles of T(z) and p(z), 0 z z TOA , are used as input. For the calculation of the oxygen A band absorption cross sections going into the calculations of the layer extinction k(l; T(z), p(z)), line strengths and broadening parameters from HITRAN-2000 [Rothman et al., 2003 ] are used and Voigt-type line profiles are assumed. For each observation, the following partial photon path pdfs are prescribed for the three atmospheric regions (a, b, and c), as illustrated in Figure 1 .
[14] 1. For region a the oxygen A band absorption is calculated using ray tracing for the known solar zenith angle (SZA) and the measured (T, p) profile; here a delta pdf is assumed for p({a}; L) and no parameter is required.
[15] 2. Likewise, the correction for absorption in region c is calculated for the mean of the photon pdf (see below) allowing nonetheless for multiple reflections between ground (albedo A g % 0.35, for vegetation at 760 nm) and cloud (albedo R c , estimated approximately from t* c in equation (15) below).
[16] 3. Finally for region b, p({a}; L c ) is taken to be a Gamma distribution, where the only parameters in the set {a} are the in-cloud mean photon path hL c i and its variance hL c 2 i.
[17] Note that the random in-cloud photon paths hL c i and its variance hL c 2 i and all geometrical lengths, such as, for example, the cloud vertical extension DH are expressed in Figure 1 . A schematic of the three atmospheric regions of interest. In region a the solar rays are slant but not scattered. In region b, clouds are present and scattering occurs. In region c the scattered light ultimately reaches the spectrometer often directly from the base of the lowest cloud, occasionally after one or more reflections of the ground and the clouds. Here we illustrate only the simple model where beams are reflected at the cloudy region's lower boundary. See text for a quantification of this effect and a more advanced model where light reflected from the ground can penetrate the cloudy region. their natural nondimensional units or VODs (standing for ''vertically integrated oxygen density''). More precisely, we start by defining the oxygen path length (unit VOD) between atmospheric levels z 1 and z 2
where oxygen density is calculated from the ideal gas law (n(z) = 0.21 Á p(z)/k B T(z)). Next we define the optical path length between z 1 and z 2
[18] Then, knowing the altitudes of cloud base (z base ) and cloud top (z top = z base + DH) from lidar and/or cloud radar, we can compute specifically the following optical paths:
Here the first and third are straightforward the vertical paths, while the second and fourth are respectively slant and more complex paths (see below).
[19] The last expression for the oxygen path cumulated below the cloud needs some more discussion. We have displayed explicitly a correction term for multiple ground/ cloud base reflections. It is estimated with a summed geometric series in A g R c < 1 multiplying twice the hemispherical flux-weighted mean of the cosecant (which is 2) for both downward and upward path, plus one more VOD for region c to get straight back down into the instrument; in summary, letting m = cos(ZA) the correction is indeed
Using R c % 0.6 and A g = 0.35, we find a correction term of about unity, but this multiplies a relatively small part of the VOD. In our observations, z base is at the most about 1/4 of a vertical scale height (%8 km); hence in our units t (c) (l; 0, z base ) ] 0.25 VOD, a small value when compared to the inferred values (see section 2.3).
[20] In a good approximation, our measured radiances are then given by the following forward model
where the integral in L c is taken analytically, given the prescribed expression for p({a}; L c ). This way, the random in-cloud photon path L c is expressed in the desirable nondimensional units (VOD for the cloudy region). Its value can thus be directly with theoretical predictions for L c / DH. Finally, the spectral retrieval yields the total paths hL tot i and hL tot 2 i from the inferred p({a}; L c ) as nondimensional random variables.
[21] For the retrieval of reliable path pdfs using the oxygen A band method, however, one needs to consider carefully the following characteristics of individual measurements: (1) the instrumental slit function, S(l À l 0 ) since it is known to show a large sensitivity on the inferred path pdf [e.g., Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003 ] (in our study the slit function is monitored by the He/Ne laser line at 663 nm in Figure 2 and the line shapes of the solar Fraunhofer lines observed in the spectral interval under consideration), (2) the resolving power of the spectrometer, and (3) the OBR from Figure 2 since together with the former characteristic it largely determines the possible number of independent parameters (the size of the set {a}) that can be determined in a spectral retrieval [e.g., Stephens and Heidinger, 2000; Stephens, 2000, 2002; Funk, 2000; Min et al., 2004] .
[22] In agreement with recent considerations by Min et al. [2004] , the values of the relevant parameters (spectral resolution FWHM = 0.0135 nm, OBR (10 À4 ) indicate that our measurements allows us to infer four independent pieces of information, i.e., parameters a i with i = 1, . . ., 4. In the present study, only two pieces of independent information are generally used, specifically, the first two moments of the assumed photon path pdf. If not otherwise stated, Gamma-type path pdfs are assumed in the evaluation procedure [Funk, 2000] since they are known to reflect accurately photon path pdf for cloud covers that can be modeled as a single plane-parallel layer [van de Hulst, 1980] and, for all other types of cloud covers, they may be regarded as reasonable approximations for more complicated path pdf shapes [Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003] .
[23] Figure 3 shows a typical example of measured and simulated oxygen A band spectra (Figure 3, top) , the log of the ratio of the two spectra taken as the residual of the retrieval in equivalent optical path (Figure 3, middle) , and the inferred photon path pdf assuming a Gamma-type distribution (Figure 3, bottom) . The observed spectrum was obtained at Cabauw (NL) on 11 May 2003 at 1459 UT (see marker on Figure 4 ) when the solar zenith angle (SZA) was 52.25°. Although some regular features remain in the residual which are due primarily to an etaloning on the CCD chip, the peak-to-peak residual (5 À s) is 0.01. This result indicates that throughout the whole spectrum SNR ! 200, a result being in agreement with the theoretical considerations of Stutz and Platt [1996] . Further sensitivity tests of inferred and simulated path pdf indicate that, for SNR ! 200 and by assuming Gamma-type path pdf for not too complicated cloud covers (i.e., well-layered clouds), the first two moments of the path pdf can be determined to about ±5%. Accordingly, in the following, the varying uncertainties on the inferred path pdfs are estimated by seeing how the residuals of the spectral fitting process propagate into the values of the inferred first two moments of the path pdf.
Total Atmospheric and In-Cloud Path
[24] Finally, in order to relate inferred hL tot i and hL tot 2 i to the in-cloud path length hL c i and hL c 2 i, we need to consider the following individual contributions to both moments of the total atmospheric path.
[25] 1. Evidently for region a, above clouds, photon path length are d-function distributed, and hence we obtain
[26] 2. As before for region c, below cloud, we consider multiple ground/cloud base reflection, and accordingly arrive at
[27] 3. Next, we consider the contribution to the total path (not illustrated in Figure 1 ) from radiation reflected at the ground that penetrates into the cloud bottom and after multiple reflection returns to the ground. Davis et al. [1999] already dealt with the problem motivated by cloud lidar studies. Neglecting preasymptotic corrections, the result is
with c = 0.7014 [Case and Zweifel, 1967] . We note that is expression is for homogeneous cloud layers, but this should be good enough for a correction. Also, Davis et al. [1999] find a different expression than above for ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hL 2 refl q i, but again we will not be concerned with this difference since all we are doing here is a correction.
[28] Finally, we use simple relations between hL tot i, h L tot 2 i and hL c i, hL c 2 i, respectively, when the random variables have a constant difference based on a weighted sum (relative to the skylight transmitted from the cloud bottom) of all contributions. For the first moment, we have
where the last weighting originates with the same sequence of double ground-cloud reflections as summed above. For the second moment, we simply express that is no new variance (only a deterministic shift) exists at the present level of modeling for corrections due to ground-reflected radiation, and hence we obtain 
Observations
[29] In our study we report on photon path pdf data inferred from oxygen A band measurements that were taken within the framework of the BBC-1 and -2 field programs (Baltex Bridge Campaign, Phases 1 and 2) at Cabauw in the Netherlands (51.9703°N, 4.9262°E) during September 2001 and May 2003. Our contribution came through the BMBFsponsored AFO2000 4D-clouds project. Detailed information on the BBC-1/2 campaigns and the 4D-clouds project are provided at http://www.knmi.nl/samenw/bbc2/ and http://www.meteo.uni-bonn.de/projekte/4d-clouds/ and in a recent publication by Crewell et al. [2004] . During both campaigns, our oxygen A band measurements were supported by simultaneous measurements of a large number of ground-based, in situ, and aircraft-based instruments, which all aim at a thorough characterization of the physical properties of investigated cloud cover and its interaction with the atmospheric radiation.
[30] Most important here are the measurements of the cloud vertical structure of the 35 GHz radar operated by KNMI and the ''Miracle'' 95 GHz radar cloud radar from the Institute of Coastal Research at the GKSS Research Center [Donovan et al., 2001; Quante et al., 2000] , and of the liquid water path (LWP) microwave instruments MICCY (Microwave Radiometer for Cloud Cartography) from the University of Bonn [Crewell et al., 2001] [Min and Harrison, 1999; Funk and Pfeilsticker, 2003; Min et al., 2004] . This shows the increase in (mean) photon path lengths for solar photons being transmitted through the cloud cover via increased numbers of multiple Mie scattering events because of the increased LWP. However, why hL tot i and hL tot 2 i 1/2 track each other so closely is not evident, especially in the more complex cloud scenarios.
[32] The theoretical relationships among the photon path length statistics within the cloud (that we denote hL c i and hL c 2 i), LWP, vertical extension of clouds (DH), and type of cloud cover, are discussed in the next section in more detail.
Cloud Properties and Photon Paths
[33] We elaborate here on some theoretical relations among hL c i, ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hL 2 c i p , LWP, t c , DH, and cloud type. We will then discuss in the next section our findings with respect to this knowledge. For this purpose, we first recall some basic cloud equations and their relation to the radiative (RT) formulated in terms of photon path statistics.
Cloud Optical Depth
[34] We first define the cloud optical depth t c as
where ' Mie is the mean free path for the Mie scattering by cloud droplets and possibly also by aerosol (we can neglect Rayleigh scattering at 770 nm).
[35] Furthermore, with the DH definition given above, the Mie scattering length scale ' Mie should be regarded as an ''effective'' Mie scattering length scale for the atmospheric column that stretches from the lowest to the uppermost atmospheric layers containing clouds. It is thus calculated from equation (10) with known DH (from radar, even if there are gaps between clouds and/or layers) and known cloud optical depth t c (from passive microwave radiometry yielding LWP and, typically, an assumption about droplet size).
Transport Mean Free Path
[36] This definition of t c allows us to define a rescaled mean free path ' tr = ' Mie /(1 À g) [e.g., Davis et al., 1997a] and accordingly a rescaled cloud optical depth t* c
The rescaled cloud optical depth accounts for the fact that Mie scattering largely favors forward scattering. Further since in our study we mostly address the RT in liquid water clouds, the asymmetry factor g for Mie scattering attains a value of g = 0.85. Accordingly, it takes on the average 6 to 7 scattering events in liquid water clouds before the incoming light as all but ''forgotten'' its initial direction of incidence.
Liquid Water Path and Rescaled Cloud Optical Depth
[37] Next, we recall the well-known relations among the effective cloud droplet radius r e , the liquid water content (LWC), the number of droplets dN(r) per (infinitesimal) radius interval dr (n(r) = dN/dr) and ' Mie . First, we have
From the numerator, we can deduce LWC = (4p/3) r 3 r w N where r w is the density of liquid water and N is the total droplet density. From the denominator, we can deduce 1/ ' Mie = 2pr 2 N in the limit of large size parameters in Mie scattering theory. Therefore, by elimination of the moments of r in (12) we obtain
Noteworthy here is that in general LWC and r e (and thus ' Mie ) are functions of the spatial coordinates x, y, and z (see below), but in the following we skip its dependency in the vertical coordinate since we are mostly interested in the vertical column-averaged quantities of the mean path length hL c i, and the liquid water path LWP. Using the column integrated liquid water path LWP =
we obtain from equations (11) and (13) that
which relates the effective cloud optical depth t* c to the measurable quantity LWP.
Classical Photon Diffusion
[38] Intuitively speaking, classical photon diffusion occurs in optically thick media (t* c^1 ) where the photons are transported by long convoluted random walks. In cloud optics, this scenario materializes in ''homogeneous'' cloud covers (i.e., stratiform cloud decks) where variability-induced changes in the domain average radiative fluxes are effectively smeared-out by Mie scattering. Arguably, this is the case on spatial scales smaller than the radiative smoothing scales based on reflection % ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi Marshak et al., 1995; Davis et al., 1997a] , or on transmission %DH [von Savigny et al., 1999; Davis and Marshak, 2002] . However, the best estimate so far is the characteristic scale of the exponential decay of the spatial Green function DH/pR c (t c *) [Polonski and Davis, 2004] where R c is cloud albedo, given by
This last quantity becomes small as t* c becomes large. Here, T = 1 À R is transmittance and the value of c is often taken to be 2/3 although 0.7104Á Á Á is the proper answer for the benchmark Milne problem [Case and Zweifel, 1967] . Conversely, cloud variability on spatial scales larger than these smoothing scales can be resolved with the novel instrumentation at hand, i.e., with the more sensitive oxygen A band spectrometer than previously used.
[39] Davis and Marshak [2002] recently investigated of classical diffusion through a homogeneous slab: sources (assumed diffuse) on one side, and detectors (for flux) on the other. Applying Green's function analysis to diffusive transport through a conservatively scattering homogeneous slab of geometric thickness DH for t* c^1 , the authors inferred the following relations for the first two moments of the photon path lengths: For the first moment, hL c i,
For the second moment, hL c 2 i,
Succinctly, classical diffusion theory predicts that hL c i/DH $ t* c and that hL c
/DH is also $t* c . The ratio of the prefactors for hL c 2 i
1/2 /hL c i is ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 7=5 p % 1.18 for t* c ) 1, when the correction terms vanish. Although diffusion is not expected to be a valid transport theory when t* c < 1, that limit leads to hL c 2 i 1/2 /hL c i % ffiffi ffi 2 p . Therefore the moment ratio varies only modestly over the full range of optical depths.
Anomalous Diffusion
[40] In order to account for cloud inhomogeneities (on scales larger than described above) and the patchiness of the cloud cover, suggested that anomalous diffusion, i.e., truncated Lévy walks, would give a better representation of the cloudy-sky photon transport. Lévy distributed path pdfs result from power law distributed step sizes between individual (Mie) scattering events with the characteristic exponent being À(a + 1). A truncated Lévy walk will then occur for photons transported through a (vertically and/or horizontally) ''patchy'' cloud cover and eventually absorbed at the ground, or returned to space. The truncation also leads to the existence of moments all orders, recalling that moments of order !a are infinite for unbounded Lévy walks.
[41] As stated in section 1, the Lévy walk model predicts for the mean photon path hL c i $ DH Á (t* c ) aÀ1 for 1 a 2 Buldyrev et al., 2001] . The upper limit (a = 2) reverts to the above case of classical diffusion in equation (16). The second and higher-order moments of the path pdfs have not yet been investigated theoretically for Lévy transport, neither for the scaling exponents nor for the prefactors nor the preasymptotic correction terms given in equations (16) and (18) for a = 2. Notwithstanding, in the following discussion, we generalize equations (16) and (18) simply by taking the right-hand sides of equations (16) and (18), respectively, to the powers (a À 1) and 2 Á (a À 1). This implies in particular that the ratio ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
1/2 /[1 + C 1 (t* c )] 2 (1.18, 1.41] for a = 2, will vary even less (at slightly lower values) for 1 < a < 2.
[42] That is the straightforward hypothesis that we examine with our new field data for hL c i, hL c 2 i, and t* c in the next section.
Results and Discussion
[43] We now investigate the validity of the modified equations (16) and (18) by inspecting (1) the inferred mean path length hL c i as a function of t* c and (2) the ratio of the inferred RMS and mean photon paths ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hL 2 c i p /hL c i (Figure 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12) . For the calculation of t* c from measured LWP and DH, an asymmetry value g of 0.85 was assumed and a constant effective radius of r e = 8 mm (±1 mm) was taken. The latter value is inferred from tethered balloon r e measurements up to 1500 m altitude that were conducted during the campaign [Schmidt et al., 2004; Crewell et al., 2004] .
[44] Figures 7, 9, and 11 demonstrate that the effective Lévy index a of our modified model attains all values between 1 and 2, whereby the limiting case a = 2 (classical diffusion) occurs only rarely in our database.
[45] The inferred Lévy indices tend to scatter more when the cloud cover loosens up, e.g., on 11 May 2003. The scatter may thus indicate that the limiting case a = 1 (dominated by direct transmission) occurs more frequently. Although anomalous diffusion yields the right limiting behavior (hL c i $ DH) as a ! 1, we also observe many low values of t* c . We should be cautious about applying any diffusion theory when t* c ] 1.
[46] The cloud cover studied on 22 May 2003 demonstrates that the Lévy index a increases with increasing compactness and continuity of the cloud cover, viz. the stratus decks located between 350 and 3300 m ASL ( Figure 13 , with Figure 11 ). In this respect, it is evident that the optically much thinner cirrus deck (9000 -10,000 m) on 22 May 2003 did not increase much the photon paths but in first instance acted as diffuser for the solar radiation [Pfeilsticker et al., 1998b] . All these findings on photon path statistics are largely in agreement with earlier empirical findings by Pfeilsticker [1999] and Min et al. [2001] , and it provides further evidence for the suggestion of on the nonclassical nature of photon path statistics under real cloud covers.
[47] Furthermore, the ratios we obtain for the RMS and mean photon paths ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi hL 2 c i p /hL c i (see Figures 8, 10 , and 12) provide evidence that the numerical values of the exponents and prefactors in our hypothetical generalization of equations (16) and (18) is reasonably accurate for the predominant anomalous diffusion regime. Our findings thus largely confirm the two-moment calculus of the Davis and Marshak [2002] study, and it provides further evidence that the photon path statistics for real 3-D cloud covers requires elements of nonclassical (i.e., anomalous) diffusion transport physics.
[48] The data we used here was not selected to emphasize anomalous photon transport. Basically, it was just gathered from the time periods when all collocated instruments of interest were performing well. It is also important to note that, apart from the new focus on the second-order statistics of the path pdf, we have extended the parameter range of previous studies [Pfeilsticker, 1999; Min et al., 2001 ] to smaller mean optical depths, hence our interest in the preasymptotic correction terms and the prefactors.
Conclusions
[49] Employing high-resolution oxygen A band spectrometry, we investigate the first two statistical moments of the path length distributions of solar photons transmitted through cloudy skies to the ground. Our study confirms the suggestion of the theoretical study and of earlier observational path length studies by Pfeilsticker [1999] and Min et al. [2001] that, in general, under cloudy skies the first moment of the photon path length distribution scales as hL c i $ DH Á (t* c ) aÀ1 with a ranging between 1 and 2. This phenomenology indicates that optically thick single cloud decks tend to show Lévy indices a compatible with 2, indicating classical photon transport. For more complex cloud covers that are multilayered and/or broken however, the transport is better characterized as anomalous, with the Lévy index a spanning values between 1 and 2. We also find that hL c 2 i is only slightly greater than hL c i 2 , irrespective of the cloud optical depth and of a. Thus our study confirms [Davis and Marshak, 2002] predictions for the values of the prefactors in the path length to optical depth relations for classical diffusion, and it suggests that they are not very different for the anomalous diffusion regime.
[50] Our study thus provides further evidence that cloudysky photon path lengths, and hence atmospheric absorption, require consideration of nonclassical photon transport theory. We anticipate applications in climate science and in other areas, such as atmospheric photochemistry, interested in amounts of absorption by well-mixed gases.
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